**Recommended Journals**

Student’s pursuing the M.A. in English may select to follow the Non-thesis Option route to that degree. One of the requirements for the Non-thesis Option Portfolio is that the student must submit the portfolio paper to a peer-reviewed journal. The student should begin by compiling a list of journals that would be appropriate for the subject matter of the portfolio paper. This “Recommended Journals” list is offered as a starting point for the student in determining general audience and specialized journals appropriate for the portfolio paper.

The graduate faculty recommends that students review journal articles prior to drafting the portfolio paper. Knowing in advance the required style of documentation and minimum length of each journal will simplify the process of revising prior to the submission stage.

This list has been adapted from a list used by the Department of English at the University of Texas at Austin.

**Generalist**
- *PMLA: Papers of the Modern Language Association of America*
- *ELH: English Literary History*
- *Representations*
- *MLQ: Modern Language Quarterly: A Journal of Literary History*
- *Modern Philology*
- *College Literature*
- *Critical Inquiry*

**African American**
- *African American Review*
- *Callaloo Journal of African Diaspora*
- *Journal of African American Studies*
- *Journal of Caribbean Literatures*
- *Journal of Black Studies*

**Medieval/Renaissance**
- *Renaissance Quarterly*
- *JEGP, A Medieval Studies Journal*
- *Journal of Medieval and Early Modern Studies*
- *Speculum*
- *Chaucer Review*
- *Studies in Philology*
- *Philological Quarterly*
- *Exemplaria: A Journal of Theory in Medieval and Renaissance Studies*
- *Studies in the Age of Chaucer*
- *New Medieval Literatures*
- *Upstart Crow*
18th Century Studies
Eighteenth Century Studies
The Age of Johnson
Eighteenth Century Fiction
Studies in Eighteenth Century Culture
The Eighteenth Century: Theory and Interpretation
Restoration
Scriblerian
Eighteenth-Century Life
Journal for Eighteenth Century Studies (formerly British Journal...)

19th Century Studies
Nineteenth-Century Literature
Novel: A Forum on Fiction
Review of English Studies
Studies in Romanticism
Victorian Studies

Modern and Contemporary Literature
Modern Fiction Studies
Journal of Modern Literature
Twentieth Century Literature
Modernism/Modernity

American Literature
American Literature
American Literary History
American Quarterly
Early American Literature
Arizona Quarterly
ESQ: A Journal of the American Renaissance
American Transcendental Quarterly
American Literary Realism
Studies in American Fiction
MELUS

Bibliography and Textual Studies
The Library: The Transactions of the Bibliographical Society
Studies in Bibliography
Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America
Book History
STS Journal: Textual Cultures (and its predecessor "Text")
Publishing History
Comparative Literature
Comparative Literature
Comparative Literary Studies
Yearbook of Comparative and General Literature
Diacritics
Critical Inquiry

Drama
Theatre Journal
Shakespeare Quarterly

Ethnic and Third World
African Literature Today
Callaloo: Journal of African American Literary Studies
SAIL: Studies in American Indian Literatures
Postcolonial Studies
Race & Class
Public Culture
Research in African Literatures
Aztlan: A Journal of Chicano Studies
Eire / Ireland: A Journal of Irish Studies
American Indian Quarterly

Law, Literature, and Culture
Yale Journal of Law and the Humanities
Law and Literature
Law Culture and the Humanities

Linguistics
Journal of English Linguistics
Journal of Language and Linguistics Studies
Language

Rhetorical Studies
Rhetoric Society Quarterly
Rhetoric and Public Affairs
Rhetorica
Philosophy and Rhetoric
Quarterly Journal of Speech

Technical Communication
Journal of Business and Technical Communication
Technical Communication Quarterly
Technical Communication
Computers and Composition
Journal of Technical Writing and Communication
Writing Studies
College English
College Composition and Communication
Written Communication
Research in the Teaching of English
JAC: A Journal of Composition Theory

Women and Gender Studies
GLQ
Signs: Journal of Women in Culture and Society
Feminist Studies
Genders
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